Paris Roubaix 2019

Paris Roubaix cycling tour 2019
Paris Roubaix 2019 from 12 April- 15 April
For private tours from 6 persons or more send us an email
Only need a road bike for Paris - Roubaix? Bike Rentals Paris-Roubaix 2019
Bike rentals in Europe WWW.CCTBIKERENTALS.COM
VIP package for Paris Roubaix 2019? check- PARIS-ROUBAIX VIP Package 2019 Sunday 14
April

Cycle Paris Roubaix in France 2019
Bienvenue en France…. madame, monsieur, ici le spectacle Paris Roubaix! Cycle France, get
the chance to ride and watch this most heroic and hardest race in the world Paris Roubaix. This
fantastic cycle tour is specially designed for those who are interested to explore the mythical
and dusty cobblestone tracks in Northern France. Paris Roubaix is a must do experience for a
those cycling fanatics who love to cycle in the North of France.

Cycle Paris Roubaix 2019 and get an unforgettable life time experience!
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Watch the hardest and toughest Spring Classic in the world : Paris Roubaix
Cycle the Paris Roubaix Challenge on Saturday 13 April one day before the pro's
Paris Roubaix is feeling the ambience of the race when we follow the riders on the track
and from the start in Compiegne
See the riders at Bois de Wallers and off course you will end the day in the Roubaix
Velodrome to see the finish live
Paris Roubaix famous cobblestone sections on the quiet French countryside roads like
Carrefour de l`Arbe and Trouée d`Arenberg.
Paris Roubaix, discover the best of France with our Paris Roubaix cycle tour. The Paris Roubaix
UCI World Tour Classic is often called the “hell of the north” or “queen of the classics”. Paris
Roubaix (one of the 5 Monuments) is famous for its cobblestones and classified as a cobble
classic. The winner (mostly covered in dust and mud) receives a cobble stone as a trophy. Paris
Roubaix 2019 includes well known cobblestone sections like Trouée d`Arenberg, Le Carrefour
de L`Arbe and Mons-en-Pevele. The best way to find out how it feels to ride Paris Roubaix is to
hop on your bicycle and explore it yourself!

Itinerary
Not Available

Airport
Belgium’s main airport is Zaventem International Airport. There are many flights to and
from Madrid/ Paris Charles de Gaulle/ Amsterdam/ Frankfurt/ Berlin/ Rome/ London
Heathrow/Copenhagen/ Barcelona/ Athens/ Zurich and many more very important cities
from all around the Globe. The second most important is Charleroi International Airport.
Ryanair has a lot off flights to and from Charleroi.
Train
The Airport’s train station is located below Zaventem International Airport. There are 4
to 5 trains an hour to/from Brussels North, Brussels Central and the main station
Brussels Midi. From here all trains connect you to several destinations in Belgium.
International Trains will leave to and from Brussels Midi Railway station.
The Thalys (fast train between Paris and Amsterdam) has frequent fares between Paris
Gare du Nord - Lille - Brussels Midi- Antwerp- Rotterdam - Amsterdam at least every
half an hour. The Eurostar (train which connects Great Britian to Continental Europe)
from/ to London has upto 9 fares per day. Gent is only a 30 minute ride from Brussels
Zaventem Airport. Gent’s main railway station is Sint-Pieters.

Booking Information
You need to pay in Pound Sterling
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Bookings can only be submit online through the book now page you will be
redirected to the bookings website of the touroperator.
All prices are based on double rooms
Extra Information
Please do not make travel plans until you receive your confirmation from the
touroperator.
Please be advised that we make every effort to ensure that all the information given on
this site is accurate. All statements and information has been researched and supplied
by third parties.
The information given is accurate and reliable, to the best of our knowledge. Should
errors be found, we will rectify them as quickly as possible. However, we accept no
responsibility for errors or inaccuracies.

Included

3 nights lodging in Hotel Mercure Lille Roubaix
Daily breakfast
Support van during whole Tour
Bike storage

Not Included

Lunches
Paris-Roubaix Cycle event entry 13 April 2019 € 55.00
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Single supplement on request
Quality Racing Bikes € 240
Airfares
Transfers from Brussels International Airport at set times pick up and drop off € 90
A cobblestone souvenir to take home € 22
Pro-Race day Coach Trip €90
Pro-Race day VIP Experiences € 595
Pro race VIP Velodrome Roubaix € 295
Travel Insurance
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